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ABSTRACT
In the mid 2000s there was some concern in the research and operational communities over the scalability of BGP, the Internet’s
interdomain routing protocol. The focus was on update churn (the
number of routing protocol messages that are exchanged when the
network undergoes routing changes) and whether churn was growing too fast for routers to handle. Recent work somewhat allayed
those fears, showing that update churn grows slowly in IPv4, but
the question of routing scalability has re-emerged with IPv6. In
this work, we develop a model that expresses BGP churn in terms of
four measurable properties of the routing system. We show why the
number of updates normalized by the size of the topology is constant, and why routing dynamics are qualitatively similar in IPv4
and IPv6. We also show that the exponential growth of IPv6 churn
is entirely expected, as the underlying IPv6 topology is also growing exponentially.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The Internet has sustained tremendous growth over the last couple of decades, but not without concerns about the scalability limitations of underlying protocols [17]. During 2005, the daily rate
of BGP updates seen by a measurement point inside the Telstra
network (AS1221) almost doubled. The number of IPv4 prefixes,
meanwhile, grew by only 18% [13], suggesting that router hardware would need significant upgrades within 3-5 years in order to
cope with projected churn. On the contrary, our later study using
more monitors and spanning a longer time frame (seven years) revealed that after filtering out temporary artifacts, BGP churn in the
IPv4 topology grows more slowly than the number of IPv4 prefixes [7]. This slow growth was also later confirmed by others [11].
Studying churn in the IPv6 topology has not received much attention, mostly due to the fact that IPv6 deployment is still in its
nascent stages. Geoff Huston presented the first study comparing
update churn in IPv4 and IPv6 in late 2011 [12]. He found that
while churn in IPv4 does indeed appear “flat”, it increases exponentially in IPv6. That article further speculated on the reasons

why churn in IPv4 and IPv6 shows such fundamentally different
characteristics, and raised concerns about the future scalability of
the developing IPv6 ecosystem. Our recent work [5] showed that
BGP dynamics in IPv4 and IPv6 are qualitatively similar when seen
in relation to the size of the underlying topology – the magnitude
of update churn normalized by the size of the underlying topology
is constant for both IPv4 and IPv6.
Despite this prior empirical work on measuring and characterizing BGP churn (see Section 2 for more related work), we lack a
model that can express the aggregate amount of BGP churn in terms
of a few easily measurable properties of the topology and routing
system. Such an explanatory model is useful to predict how BGP
churn will evolve in the future, given that the interdomain topology, routing policies, and traffic characteristics are continuously
changing. For example, with the impending exhaustion of IPv4 addresses and the advent of IPv4 transfer markets, routing tables may
become more fragmented, and routing policies more granular. We
would like to be able to predict the impact of such changes on BGP
churn, but currently do not have the tools to do so.
In this paper, we develop a model that expresses BGP update
churn as a function of certain measurable factors such as the average AS path length of the underlying topology, the fraction of
prefixes announced by an AS that experience routing updates simultaneously, and the likelihood of observing routing updates to a
given AS. Our model illustrates why routing dynamics are qualitatively similar in both IPv4 and IPv6. We believe that this model
can help to track and explain the evolution of update churn in both
IPv4 and IPv6 in the future. As the adoption of IPv6 is likely to
be an ongoing process for years to come, a continuing look at the
properties of BGP churn in IPv6, along with explanatory models,
would help reveal insights into how the transition is progressing.

2. RELATED WORK
The characteristics of BGP churn and its impact on routing stability and scalability have been the subject of much research over
the last decade and a half. Seminal papers by Labovitz et al. [14,
15] studied pathologies of updates and BGP convergence. Subsequent work investigated BGP path exploration and the activity
patterns of prefixes [18, 19]. Geoff Huston has been monitoring
and reporting on BGP churn and instabilities via his website and
blog [10]. In 2006, Huston and Armitage warned of an alarming
growth in BGP update churn [13]. Later, using data from more
vantage points, Huston revised the growth trend to a slow (linear)
growth [11]. Concerns about the inability of BGP to cope with
increasing churn [17] and the impact of routing updates on router
CPU utilization [1] spurred some of our own previous research [6,
7] and other efforts [3, 12] on characterizing the evolution of update churn. Our findings indicate that the sustained level of churn

3.

DATASETS

Our analysis of routing dynamics and network sizes of the IPv4
and IPv6 infrastructures is based on BGP updates and routing table dumps collected by the Routeviews project. Routeviews collectors run BGP sessions with routers (or monitors) in many networks.
Each monitor sends a BGP update to the collector every time there
is a change in the preferred path from the monitor to a destination prefix. We use update traces from two Routeviews collectors:
Routeviews6 for IPv6 data and Oregon-IX for IPv4 data. The IPv4
updates span the period from Jan 1, 2003 to Feb 16, 2012; the IPv6
updates span the period from May 7, 2003 through Feb 16, 2012.
We analyze data from monitors in five networks that contributed
both IPv4 and IPv6 routing data throughout the study period: AT&T
(AS7018), Hurricane Electric (AS6939), NTT-America (AS2914),
Tinet (AS3257), and IIJ (AS2497). All these networks are large
transit providers, except IIJ which is a small transit provider. We
have also looked into networks of different types (e.g., APAN which
is a Content/Access/Hosting provider according to our classification) and they showed similar overall trends as our five monitors.
We cannot include graphs from all monitors due to space constraints. AT&T’s IPv4 monitor was unavailable for three months in
2003, and its IPv6 monitor was unavailable between May 2005 and
May 2007, while Tinet’s IPv6 monitor was unavailable between
June 2008 and June 2010, causing the observed gaps in the time series for these monitors. In some cases, the IP address of a monitor
changed during our study period. We identified the corresponding
IP addresses and concatenated the update time series after confirming that they correspond to the same actual monitor.
If the multi-hop BGP session between a monitor and the collector is broken and re-established (session reset), the monitor reannounces all its known paths, producing large bursts of updates.
This is a local artifact of the Routeviews measurement infrastructure, and does not represent genuine routing dynamics. We use the
method developed by Zhang et al. [22] to identify and remove updates caused by session resets.
We use topology and AS classification data to evaluate our model
in Section 5. This data comes from our previous work [4], which
used a machine learning decision tree classifier to classify ASes
into four classes in terms of their function and business goals – Enterprise Customer (EC), Small Transit Provider (STP), Large Transit Provider (LTP), and Content/Access/Hosting Provider (CAHP).
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grows at a pace slower than the routing table size, and shows the
same trend as the growth in the number of ASes. In 2007, Li et
al. [16] revisited BGP update dynamics, comparing with a study
conducted a decade earlier. They found that BGP update dynamics
showed fewer pathologies as compared to the previous study. These
measurement studies have revealed insights into BGP update churn
and its evolution, but have not attempted to model the underlying
factors that affect the amount of churn in the routing system.
In the area of modeling BGP dynamics, there is much work on
modeling BGP convergence (see [8] and related references). More
recently, Valler et. al [20] modeled the propagation of BGP instability, exploring the interaction between BGP dynamics and topological amplification. Zhao et. al [23] proposed an ON/OFF model
which they used to classify bursts of BGP updates as “stable routing changes” or route flapping. Zhao et al. [24] developed a model
that captures the impact of the location of failures on the resulting
routing dynamics. The goal of our paper is not to capture BGP
dynamics and their propagation on short timescales; instead, we attempt to model the sustained level of update churn, and how this
depends on various properties of the routing system.
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Figure 1: Churn over time in IPv4 (top) and IPv6 (bottom),
measured as the average number of daily updates received from
each monitor over a week. The AT&T* and NTT* time series
are obtained by removing updates related to non-stationary periods from the AT&T and NTT raw time series respectively, as
described in [7].

4. COMPARING CHURN EVOLUTION IN
IPV4 AND IPV6
Figure 1 shows the raw BGP churn time series for IPv4 and IPv6
respectively. Each point on the plot is the average number of daily
updates received from that monitor over the course of a week. We
also examined hourly and daily aggregates of updates, and found
the same growth pattern persisted at these different granularities,
albeit noisier 1 . Our goal is to study the evolution of update churn,
but long-term trends in IPv4 churn can be difficult to spot due to the
presence of non-stationary periods, causing jumps in daily churn
that lasted for weeks or months, such as for AT&T from Jan’04 to
Jun’05 and for NTT from Sep’07 to Dec’07. These periods are usually caused by misconfigurations or other monitor-specific events
(e.g., flapping), and are not related to the long-term evolution of
churn. We reuse results from our previous work to analyze the
AT&T and NTT time series after removing updates related to these
periods. The filtered time series are shown in Fig 1 (top panel) as
AT&T* and NTT*. We refer the reader to [7] for a detailed discussion about the non-stationary periods and their removal from the
AT&T time series.
We observe two distinct differences between IPv4 and IPv6 BGP
dynamics. First, the growth trends are qualitatively different in
IPv4 and IPv6. Second, IPv6 churn exhibits more similarity across
monitors than IPv4 churn. We quantify these differences in the remainder of this section.
Churn growth trends
To examine the difference between the growth of churn in IPv4
and IPv6, we divide each time series into two segments. The first
starts on January 1, 2004 and ends on June 30, 2008, while the
second starts on July 1, 2008 and ends on December 31, 2011. We
then compute the ratio of average daily churn in the last six months
of a segment to that in the first six months of the same segment.
We denote this ratio as G. The IPv4 time series shows similar G
values for both segments. Averaging across monitors, G is 1.45 in
the first segment and 1.47 in the second, indicating that the trend
1

We show the weekly average of daily churn to avoid visual clutter.
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Figure 2: Churn growth in relation to topology size in IPv4
(top) and IPv6 (bottom). BGP churn, in both IPv4 and IPv6,
grows linearly with the number of ASes.
of churn growth in IPv4 has not changed significantly between the
first and second half of the measurement duration. In IPv6, on
the other hand, G is ≈ 1 in the first segment (denoting no growth),
while it is 9.67 in the second segment, almost an order of magnitude
higher. This confirms that the trends in IPv6 churn evolution are
qualitatively different from those in IPv4.
Similarity across monitors
We use Kendall’s τ rank correlation coefficient [9] to estimate the
extent of correlation in daily churn between all pairs of vantage
points in IPv4 and IPv6 respectively. The IPv4 pairs exhibit little
correlation; τ ≤ 0.4 for all pairs. The IPv6 pairs, however, demonstrate strong positive correlation with τ > 0.5 for seven out of the
ten pairs. This is likely because the IPv6 topology is much smaller
and thus provides less isolation (i.e., routing changes will have a
larger scope of impact).
Churn as a function of topology size
Churn in IPv4 and IPv6 grows at different rates, but so do the underlying topologies. The IPv4 topology now grows linearly, while
the IPv6 topology grows exponentially, as shown in [5]. To understand how churn has evolved with respect to network size, we
track growth in the number of updates, normalized by the size of
the underlying AS topology. To calculate this metric, we bin the total number of updates per day into three-month windows, find the
median daily churn for each window, and divide it by the average
number of ASes in the graph during that time window. Figure 2
plots this metric for IPv4 (top) and IPv6 (bottom). In IPv6 this
number has remained mostly stable since Jan 2004 at ≈ 2 to 3
updates per AS.
In IPv4, except for the AT&T and NTT monitors, this metric stabilized in 2006 at ≈ 5 to 8 updates per AS. Other monitors that peer
with the Oregon-IX collector show similar behavior. We confirmed
that the discrepancy in AT&T and NTT is due to the presence of
non-stationary periods as mentioned previously. The AT&T* timeseries, that is obtained after filtering out these periods, shows a ratio of 5 updates per AS. Similarly, the filtered NTT* time series
exhibits a stable ratio between 7 and 8 starting from 2006. We
emphasize that this stability does not imply that different vantage
points experience the same level of churn. It means that churn seen
by different vantage points grows linearly as a function of topology
size. In fact, different vantage points experience varying levels of
churn depending on their topological location (i.e., different net-

works have different sets of neighbors) and configurations. The
ratios in Figure 2 illustrate this fact. For instance, given that there
were about 38K ASes at the end of 2011, a variation in the number
of updates per AS between 5 and 8 means that our vantage points
experienced daily churn levels between 190K updates and 304K
updates.
Our analysis reveals that BGP dynamics measured in relation to
the topology size in IPv4 and IPv6 are qualitatively similar, and the
number of updates grows at the same rate as the number of ASes.
However, we still lack an explanation of why this is so, and of why
the multiplicative constants turn out to be between 5 and 8 for IPv4
and between 2 and 3 for IPv6. Hence, a model that breaks down
the observed churn into easily measurable parameters can be instrumental for answering these questions. Such a model is important
in two respects. First, it acts as a tool for estimating the expected
sustained level of churn given the values of a few topological and
routing parameters. Hence, it can help predicting churn levels when
these parameters vary, as well as detecting anomalous jumps in the
sustained level of churn. Second, it can be used as an educational
tool for explaining the elementary factors behind BGP churn and
their contribution to the overall picture. We develop such a simple
model for BGP churn in the next section.

5. DISSECTING BGP CHURN
BGP churn results from a complex interaction that involves BGP
configuration, the interdomain topology, and routing incidents. To
understand the dependence of churn on these properties, we develop a simple approach that dissects churn into a set of constituents.
At a high level, BGP routing is a collection of prefixes and ASes.
In terms of dynamics, however, we can view it as a collection of activity units. An activity unit is a single prefix or a group of prefixes
originated by the same AS and share a common routing fate, i.e.,
whenever a BGP update is received for one prefix in the activity
unit, updates for all other prefixes in that activity unit are received
as well. An activity unit is different from a BGP policy atom [2],
which is a group of prefixes that share the same AS path. In fact, all
activity units are atoms but not vice versa; prefixes may share the
same AS path but differ in the router level path and consequently
have different fates. To estimate the average number of updates
U (T ) in a time window of length T , we need to quantify the following:
1. The average number of activity units A that undergo a change
in T .
2. The average number of times n an activity unit experiences
a change in T .
3. The average number of updates UA observed following a
routing change to an activity unit.
U (T ) can be expressed formally as
U (T ) = AnUA
(1)
In the remainder of this section, we investigate and quantify each
term that contributes to U (T ) in Equation 1 above.

5.1 The activity unit
The average granularity of an activity unit, denoted as µ, represents the average number of prefixes of the same origin AS that
share a common fate. We believe that µ changes over relatively
large time spans (months or years), because it is related to routing
practices followed by network operators. Therefore, we measure µ
using four snapshots from each year in our study period. In every
year, we use all BGP updates observed in February, May, August,
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Figure 3: The average size of the activity unit from the perspective of the IIJ monitor. IPv4 (top) and IPv6 (bottom). In IPv4,
except for LTPs, ASes of different types mostly act as a single
unit. In IPv6, ASes of all types act a single unit.
and November. To measure µ, we start by grouping together updates for the same prefix that are temporally close to each other,
and refer to these as events. The rationale is to cluster updates that
are likely triggered by the same underlying routing change. We employ the prefix event definition suggested by Wu et. al [21]: Two
updates for the same prefix are part of the same event if the time
interval between them is not more than 70 seconds.
After identifying all single prefix events, we investigate the temporal correlation between events affecting prefixes that are originated by the same AS. Assume that we record prefix events that
affect prefixes (P1 , P2 , P3 , ..., Pn ), which belong to the same AS,
at times (t1 , t2 , t3 , ..., tn ) in an ascending order. We traverse the
event list and assign every two consecutive prefixes (Pi+1 , Pi ) to
the same activity set if (ti+1 − ti ) ≤ T hG seconds. We set T hG
to 60 seconds (i.e., about two MRAI timer intervals). Smaller values may lead to false negatives, since the MRAI timer can increase
the spacing of outgoing updates that are initially spaced by a few
seconds to a full MRAI timer interval. Setting T hG to a bigger
value in the order of minutes can result in false positives. This
process leaves us with multiple activity sets. As a first step, we
remove all redundant sets. The remaining sets, however, may not
be disjoint. For instance, an IGP change inside the monitor AS
can trigger a change in preferred egress points. This leads to the
re-announcement of all prefixes belonging to the same origin AS
at about the same time. Consequently, our approach will place all
these prefixes in one activity set. We therefore, follow a conservative approach to prune superfluous correlations. Our approach
compares each activity set to all other sets to identify common prefixes. We then remove these common prefixes from the larger activity set if their fraction is less than T hU of its size. More formally,
when comparing two sets Si and Sj where |Si | > |Sj |, we remove
all prefixes that belong to P = {p|p ∈ Si and p ∈ Sj } from Si
|P |
if |S
≤ T hU , otherwise we remove them from Sj ; we set T hU
i|
to 0.8. In other words, the common prefixes are removed from the
bigger activity set, unless they constitute 80% of its membership.
Hence, our approach is very conservative in grouping prefixes into
the same activity set. This way we obtain disjoint activity sets and
minimize the membership of each set by limiting it to the smallest
number of prefixes that appear to change simultaneously.
We experiment with different values of T hG and T hU to check

whether our estimated activity set sizes are sensitive to the values
chosen above (i.e. T hG = 60 and T hU = 0.8). While fixing
T hU to 0.8, we set T hG to a range of values between 5 and 80
seconds. Across monitors and snapshots and for the largest class
of ASes (i.e., ECs) the average number of prefixes in the largest
activity set does not change by more than 1.8% and 0.2% when
setting T hG to 5 seconds and 80 seconds respectively. We also fix
T hG to 60 seconds and experiment with two values of T hU , 0.7
and 0.9. The largest fraction of prefixes that are active together for
ECs does not change by more than 0.023% and 0.025% when setting T hU to 0.7 and 0.9 respectively. We, however, expect that the
choice of thresholds would have a larger effect on ASes known to
have sophisticated routing policies such as LTPs. This is indeed
the case, although to a small extent. For LTPs, The average number of prefixes in the largest activity set varies by 3.9% and 0.9%
when setting T hG to 5 seconds and 80 seconds respectively. The
robustness of our grouping to different threshold values suggests
that prefixes of the same AS, at least for ECs, usually share the
same routing fate.
After grouping prefixes into different activity sets, we calculate
for each origin AS i the largest fraction of prefixes that frequently
change together, denoted as fi . Next, we compute the average of
fi across all ASes of the same type. The top panel in Figure 3 illustrates the average maximum fraction of prefixes that change together for different AS types in the IPv4 topology, while the lower
panel shows the same for IPv6. A larger fraction indicates a coarser
granularity (i.e., more prefixes originated by the same AS change
together). Both plots are from the perspective of the IIJ monitor;
other monitors show similar results, which we omit due to space
constraints. We observe that for IPv4, µ is becoming finer (decreasing fraction in Figure 3) over time across all AS types. Also, µ
becomes coarser (increasing fraction in Figure 3) as we move from
Large Transit Providers to Enterprise Customers. The finer granularity for LTPs is expected since these networks serve a large number of non-BGP speaking customers, operate in larger geographical
areas, and may advertise different prefixes in different regions. It is
thus natural that a smaller fraction of their prefixes share the same
fate. Most (92%) ASes in the Internet according to our AS classification are ECs, and hence we can safely approximate µ using the
fi for ECs. The upper panel in Figure. 3 demonstrates that fi for
ECs is ≈ 0.95 – meaning that virtually all prefixes originated by an
EC change together. We also investigated the distribution of fi for
ECs. The median is one throughout our study period, and the first
quartile is over 0.9 in two thirds of the snapshots and always larger
than 0.81. Furthermore, the lower panel in Figure. 3 shows for IPv6
and across AS types that prefixes originated from the same AS act,
on average, as a single unit. This is plausible since IPv6 adoption
is still in early stages with little traffic, which nullifies the need for
sophisticated routing strategies (e.g., traffic engineering). Based on
these observations we conclude that virtually all prefixes originated
from the same AS, in both routing systems, act on average as a single unit. Hence, the total number of activity units is equal to the
number of ASes.

5.2 How many activity units?
Having established that prefixes originated from the same AS
usually act as a single activity unit, the next question is how many
ASes are seen active in a time window of length T . In other words,
what is the average number of unique origin ASes we receive routing updates to in T . To answer this question, we analyze BGP updates between February 1st and May 1st in each year of our study
period 2 . We identify the origin AS of each updated prefix and
2

For 2012 we consider the period from mid-November 2011 to the
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Figure 4: The average fraction of origin ASes with updated
prefixes over time in IPv4(top) and IPv6 (bottom), from the
perspective of the HE monitor. The inset plots show the distribution of this fraction measured per day Ad , hour Ah , and
minute Am in a typical month.
then count the unique number of origin ASes seen every minute,
hour, and day. We hypothesize that this fraction will decrease over
time due to topological densification [4] which makes a route less
central, limiting the impact scope of routing changes.
Figure 4 shows the evolution of the average daily fraction of
uniquely updated origin ASes for IPv4 (top panel) and IPv6 (lower
panel). The mean shows a clear decreasing trend, confirming our
hypothesis. Furthermore, the IPv4 and IPv6 values are comparable,
suggesting that there are no fundamental differences in the likelihood that a destination experiences a routing change. Each monitor
shows a decreasing trend, albeit with different rates of decrease.
The inset plots show the distribution of uniquely updated origin
ASes measured per minute (Am ), hour(Ah ), and day (Ad ), respectively. Am demonstrates greater variability over several orders of
magnitude. The variability decreases as we increase T . Ad for
instance, exhibits clear symmetry around its mean with minimal
variability. These distributions remain stable over the years and
only shift towards the left as a result of a decreasing mean.

5.3 How many times is an AS active in T ?
The second constituent of our model is the average number of
times n that an AS is active in T . To estimate n, we count the
number of prefix events per day for prefixes originated by the same
AS for every day between February 1st and May 1st in each year
in our study period 2 . We then divide by the average number of
prefixes per AS to get an estimate of how many times an origin AS
is seen per day, and next average across all origin ASes seen in that
day. We limit this analysis to ECs because of their coarse activity
granularity as shown in Section 5.1. Finally, we calculate the median of average daily values. The median is more suitable here as
opposed to the mean since it is more robust to outliers caused by
highly active prefixes [18].
In IPv4, the number of times an origin AS is seen per day is
between 1.1 and 1.4. In IPv6, however, this number fluctuates in a
wider range between 2 and 7.5. This implies that IPv6 routing is
≈ 6 times less stable than IPv4. Interestingly, this suggests that the
IPv6 routing system, though qualitatively similar to that of IPv4,
is less stable. A plausible explanation is that the IPv6 deployment
for some organizations may be experimental (“non-production”),
end of our study period in mid-February 2012.
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Figure 5: Multihoming degree over time (top) and average path
length over time (bottom).
causing a larger likelihood of repeated failures for those ASes. We
plan to investigate this point more closely in future work.

5.4 Activity magnitude
The last variable in our model is the average number of updates
UA observed following a routing change to an activity unit, i.e.,
how many updates do we expect to see following a routing change
towards a destination AS? This question can be split into two parts.
First, how many prefixes does an AS announce on average? Second, how many updates do we observe on average following a single prefix event (UE )? Multiplying these two quantities answers
our initial question.
Prefixes per AS
We find that the average number of prefixes per AS grows slowly in
both routing systems. In IPv4, this number grew by 24% from 7.8
in 2004 to 9.7 in early 2012. In the same period, the routing table
size and the number of ASes grew by 204% and 145% respectively.
Interestingly, the average number of prefixes per AS shows similar
growth in IPv6, where it grew by 23% from 1.3 in 2004 to 1.6 in
2012. The routing table size and the number of ASes grew during
the same period by 1969% and 1639% respectively. The number
of prefixes and the number of ASes grow linearly in IPv4, and both
these quantities grow super-linearly in IPv6. This causes the observed slow growth in the average number of prefixes per AS for
both IPv4 and IPv6.
Average number of updates per prefix event (UE )
The average number of updates per prefix event UE is directly related to the path vector nature of BGP, unlike the granularity of
the activity unit and the average number of prefixes per AS, which
depend on how networks are engineered and how IP addresses are
allocated. Before measuring UE , we develop a simple expression
for the magnitude of UE in terms of the properties of the underlying
topology.
Assume that we have a routing monitor at the top of the ASlevel hierarchy observing the activity of a prefix originated by a
stub AS 3 . The monitor and the origin AS are, on average, l hops
apart, where l is the average AS path length seen from the monitor. Assuming for simplicity a strict hierarchical structure, there are
l − 1 transit ASes between the origin and the monitor ASes. The
average number of paths available at the monitor can be approxi3

Most of the route monitors we have used to measure update churn
in Section 4 are indeed high-degree ASes, and are thus near the top
of the AS-level hierarchy

Figure 6: Average updates in a prefix event from the perspective of the HE monitor
mated as
(2)
P a = dC dM l−1
where dC is the average provider degree of stubs and dM is the
average provider degree of transit providers.
When a route to a prefix changes, BGP starts exploring available alternate paths until it converges to a new route, or completely
withdraws the affected prefix. The alternate paths are ranked based
on their preference and explored accordingly. A low ranked path
may never be explored if the decision process picks a higher ranked
alternative or if it is withdrawn earlier during the convergence process. Thus, due to the path vector nature of BGP, the likelihood
of exploring a path decreases as its rank increases. To capture this
effect, we assume that the likelihood to explore the ith path (LE )
is inversely related to its rank. More precisely, LE is equal to Ci /i,
where Ci is a multiplicative factor that is function in the rank of
the ith path. Note that the expected number of explored path is directly related to UE . Equation 3 gives an estimate of UE seen by
our monitor above.
Pa
X
Ci
UE =
(3)
i
i=1
The contribution of the numerator Ci varies depending on the
type of routing change. In transient changes it diminishes for low
ranked paths, because BGP quickly converges to an alternative path
that is highly ranked. It is, however, more important in routing
changes that end with a withdrawal of the affected prefix, since
many alternative paths are likely to be explored. Given that most
routing changes do not lead to the complete withdrawal of a prefix [19], we assume that the likelihood to explore a path is mainly
determined by its rank and thus ignore the contribution of Ci . The
summation in Equation 3 is a partial sum of harmonic series that
converges to ≈ ln(P a) + γ for a large i, γ = 0.5772 is called the
Euler’s constant. Substituting P a from Equation 2 gives:
UE ≈ ln(dC ) + (l − 1)ln(dM ) + γ
(4)
The top panel in Figure 5 shows the evolution of provider degree
for ECs (dC ) and STPs (dM ) in IPv4 and IPv6. The bottom panel
illustrates the evolution of the average path length. The small measured value of dC in both IPv4 and IPv6 suggests that it has limited
influence on UE . UE grows as the logarithm of dM , and dM grew
from 3 in 2003 to 4 in 2011. Consequently, the influence of dM
on UE increased only marginally, from 1.1 to 1.3. Hence, UE is
mainly influenced by the average path length; UE ≈ l − 1.
Figure 6 shows the evolution of the measured average number of
updates in a single prefix event from the perspective of the Hurricane Electric (HE) monitor. We omit the graphs for other monitors
(which show similar values) due to space constraints. To focus
on routing changes that involve path exploration, we only consider
prefix events that include at least one AS-PATH change. In IPv4,
this number mostly oscillates between 3 and 3.5 updates per prefix
event. This matches our approximation, which predicts that the average number of updates should be one less than the average path
length; figure 5 shows that the average IPv4 AS path length has
been between 4 and 4.3 since 1998. The average number of updates
in IPv6 has remained stable at around 3, while the average IPv6 AS
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Figure 7: Validating churn dissection
path length was between 4 and 4.5 before 2008 and has dropped to
around 3.8 since. The approximation UE ≈ l − 1 thus holds for
both IPv4 and IPv6, indicating that the simplifications made above
have little effect on the approximated UE . Hence, when averaging over a large number of events, the likelihood to explore a path
is mainly determined by its rank and that the contribution of the
numerator Ci evens out.

5.5 Putting things together
In the previous subsections, we have measured the average granularity of the routing activity unit, then estimated and verified our
model’s constituents empirically. Next, we proceed to check whether
our model captures the observed stability in the sustained level of
churn with respect to the topology size. We start by setting the
length of the time window T in Equation 1 to one day, then divide
both sides of the equation by the number of ASes present in the
routing system per day. The equation can be re-written as:
Ua (d) = Ad nUA
(5)
Where Ua (d) is the number of daily updates per AS, Ad is the
average daily fraction of uniquely updated origin ASes, n is the
number of times an origin AS is seen active per day, and UA is the
average number of updates we expect to see following a routing
change towards a destination AS. Note that we have empirically
quantified Ad and n in Section 5.2 and Section 5.3 respectively.
Furthermore, we have shown analytically in Section 5.4 that UA
can be expressed as Pas (l − 1), where Pas is the average number
of prefixes per AS and l is the average AS-PATH length. Based on
this we can re-write Equation 5 above as follows.
Ua (d) = Ad nPas (l − 1)
(6)
Finally, we estimate Ua (d) by substituting the measured values
in the previous subsections back into Equation 6. Figure 7 shows
the estimated Ua for IPv4 and IPv6. Ua is between 5.8 and 7.5 for
IPv4, while it is between 1.5 and 3.2 for IPv6, closely matching the
actual values measured in Section 4.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The Internet’s interdomain routing system has grown and evolved
tremendously over the last two decades, increasing concerns about
possible scalability limitations. Although worries about the scalability with respect to dynamics were shown to be overblown [7,
11], the reasons behind the slow growth of update churn remained
unexplained. Also, BGP dynamics in the IPv6 Internet were largely
not studied. We presented a model that dissects BGP update churn
into its principal components. Our model is the first to express BGP
churn in terms of four feasibly measurable properties of the routing
system. Hence, it can be used both as an educational and measurement tool to explain and monitor the factors behind BGP churn
and their interplay. Our findings confirm that IPv4 and IPv6 BGP
dynamics are characteristically similar, in that the growth trends
match those of the underlying topologies. But, the IPv6 Internet is
less stable than IPv4; we see up to 6 times more routing events per

origin AS per day in IPv6. Our model identifies several factors that
affect the observed routing dynamics. It will be interesting to measure how these factors evolve, and then use our model to estimate
the impact of that evolution on BGP churn.
Prefixes of the same AS mostly share the same fate. We find,
empirically, that all prefixes for a majority of ASes share the same
routing fate, thus acting as a single atomic unit. In the near future, however, IPv4 run-out and IP address transfer markets could
make the routing system more fragmented, meaning that a smaller
fraction of prefixes from the same AS may share routing fate.
Prefixes and ASes grow in a qualitatively similar fashion. The
number of ASes and the number of prefixes grow linearly in the
IPv4 routing system. Both numbers, however, grow super-linearly
in the IPv6 routing system. This makes the average number of prefixes per AS increase at a pace order of magnitude slower than the
number of prefixes and ASes. Consequently, the average magnitude of activity that an AS contributes remains small compared to
the overall growth in the routing system. Prefix deaggregation and
IP transfers may cause an increase in this metric.
The stability of the average AS path length, multihoming, and
densification. The extent of BGP path exploration is mainly determined by the depth of the hierarchy. A stable average path length
results in convergence sequences with a stable length. In other
words, the prefix activity footprint remains, on average, invariant
over time. The average AS path length (as measured from Routeviews/RIPE monitors) has largely been stable over time, presumably due to a densification process that increases the average degree
in the interdomain topology [4]. Increasing multihoming – mainly
in the core – increases the number of available alternate routes, and
also limits the impact scope of routing changes. This is clearly
captured by the decrease in the fraction of unique active ASes seen
from our vantage points. The average path length, multihoming
trends, and densification are the result of complex interconnection
incentives of ASes which could change over time, thus affecting
routing scalability.
Going forward, this work can be extended in several directions.
Setting up a system to continuously monitoring the constituents of
our model can help tracking and predicting changes in the sustained
level of churn. Such changes might happen in the foreseeable future
given the unanticipated effects of the impending exhaustion of the
IPv4 address space. It is also interesting to investigate how the observed stability in churn with respect to the topology size changes if
the properties of the routing system change. We also plan to study
the origin of the measured difference in stability between IPv6 and
IPv4.
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